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Cart.et ·Takes- Presidential· Walk
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Jimmy
Carter took office as 39th president
Thursday in. a style befitting the
"Peoples Inaugural," walking
hand-in-hand with Rosalynn up
Pennsylvania
A.venue,
past
cheering crowds, f.rom Capitol Hill ·
to the. White House. Their
limousine trailed, with only the
·
driver inside.
The
surprise
presidential
walk-a. stunning departure from .
protocol--and the gala inaugural
parade. that followed capped what
Carter, pausing at the White_House
door, called "Just about a perfect
day for me."
·
Its highlight came on the steps of
the Capitol, where, at 12:03 p.m.
under a cold winter sun, he took the
Constitutional oath of office from
Chief Justice Warren Burger and
asked the nation solemnly for a
new commitment to· "the everexpanding
American
Dream" -justice and equality.
The oath, foJlowed by a kiss .
from Mrs. Carter, made Jimmy
Carter-the Georgia peanut farmer
who was just a face in the crowd at
Richard Nixon's inaugural four
years ago--the first Democratic
President in eight years and the first elected from the deep South since
1848.
· A few hours later, at 3:48 p.m.,
he walked through the White
House door, checked out the living
quarters, went into the oval office,
sat in the chair vacated by Gerald
Ford and said with a grin: "It feels
good so far." Ford by that time
was on his way to California and
life as· a private citizen for the first
time in 28 years. He had passed the
presic!ency to Carter 3 and one half
hours before and got the warmest
applause of the day when Carter
thanked him for "all he has done to
heal our land."
Sworn in at his own insistance as
"Jimmy," and not James Earl Jr.,
Carter quickly sprang the surprise
of the inauguration, a symbolic
mile-long Walk with Mrs. Carter
among the 'estimated crowds of
The move put Washington in the
palm of Carter's hand.
· They strolled along basking in
friendly cheers and shouts, waving
<

•

.and smiling. Some spectators
hoisted children to their shoulders.
.Small boys. climbed trees to see
them pass on the cold, windy,·
sunlit avenue. Appla.use was muffled by thick winter gloves on every
hand. The walk ended at the
whit~.
wooden, solar-heated
inaugural reviewing stand outside ·
the White House, where Carter,
Vice President Walter Mondale and
their families spent more thari two

hours waving and blowing kisses at
the marchers. Carter, pulling on
an overcoat when the temperatures
overwhelmed the solar heat, occasionally bounced daughter Amy,
9, and grandson Jason, 17 months,
~m his knee. Sometimes he would
clasp hands with Rosalynn and
stand, ·as when a band marched
past playing "Way Down Upon tile
Swannee River."
In all, some 15,000 persons, 400

horses, tloats from nearly every
state and territory, high school and
military bands, a roller-skater
dressed as Abe Lincoln, a huge inflated rubber peanut, a unicycle
troupe and other colorful emblems
of Americana passed them by in a
three-mile long train.
Amy sat on the inaugural stand
floor through much of it, her nose
pressed against the bulletproof
glass screen.

-----

By UNM Parking

More Parking Tickets Issued
By Dolores Wood
·UNM Parking Services has been
issuing about 60 per cent more
tickets a day this. week th'an are
.given out on an average semester
day, said Berry Cox, director of
Police and Parking Services.
The University police have given
out an average of 600 tickets per
day. On a typical day during the .
semester they Issue about 375
tickets, Cox said.

~.

He said tl)e biggest problem in .
parking right now is that there are
not enough stickers available to sell
to new students. "This is because
students who have dropped out of
school have not come in to return
their stickers and get their refunds," Cox said.
Walter Birge, manager Qf
Parking ··Services, .said. . abo!Jt 55
stickers have been returned. "We
will start to survey the lots in about
a week to see if there are spaces
available in them,'' Birge said.
He said the surveys are the only

Cars surge towards a rare (and hard-to-find) parking space.method the department has of ·parking stickers.
"We've been telling people that
finding out how many spaces are
vacant because it has no way of we will know how many we can sell
knowing the number of students in about four weeks," he said.
Usually the campus police help
who drop out of school who have

Professor Dissatisfied With
Bookstore Performance
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He allowed he was "surprised"
when he heard the first person-a
chaplain leading a prayer at his·
oath-taking-refer to him as
"President Carter."

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Book Ordering ,Falls Short of Needs

t

Entering the White House afterward, Carter told reporters,
"Well, it's been just about a perfect
day for me .•. and a reminder of
what our country is and the trust
people have in me."

......

Empty shelves ~rea common sight at the bookstore as
students empty them as fast as they're filled.

.
By Tim Higgins
As the semester begins: UNM's bookstore fills with students scrambling
··for textbooks and becomes a source of frustration for those who find that
the bookstore is sold out of the books they need.
Although several professors interviewed Wednesday said they were
satisfied that the bookstore was ordering enough books for the students in
their classes,.others expressed a different view.
A UNM history professor said that he thought the bookstore "left quite
a bit to be desired."
"I'm dissatisfied with the bookstore's policy of basing its orders on
guesses," Noel Pugach said, adding th~t he thought the bookstore underordered books to lessen its chances of ending up with unsold books.
George Huaco, a sociology professor, called the bookstore's bookordering policies "unsatisfactory" and said that he thought professors
-might start inflating their book requests in an attempt to get the bookstore
to order enough books.
' UNM Bookstore Manager A.O. Jackson said that the number of textbooks brdered for a given class is based on several factors, and that the
bookstore orders too many books more often than it sells out of' a given
book.
·
Assistant Manager Doug Johnston said that the number of textbooks
ordered for a class does not necessarily correspond exactly to the number
that is requested by a department. He said he based his orders on the' number of copies of the book that were already in stock, the number of people
•v:10 were pre-enrolled in the class, the capacity of the class, and the
bookstore records Of past sales of the book.
"Sometimes a professor might decide to use a book for his class that
was ordered for somebody else 1 " Jackson said.
Jackson sai<l t"Jat the bookstore could return unsold books to the
publisher ''if we don't have to return more than 20o/o of our total
volume."
When books are returned, the bookstore must pay tl}e cost of shipping
them back to the publisher-Jackson said that this' costs lO to 15 cents per
pound.
. ,
Jackson said that, although the bookstore made between five and six per
cent profit last year, students should remember that. the money goes back
tothe University anyway.
·
·
"lf we cut down on the price of books, the students would end up
paying more somewhere else, The money comes from one place or
another.
.
.
.,
"We think we ·make profit because we do a' good job of managing and
controlling," Jacksorisaid •
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"We are down to two policemen
in the area of parking," he said.
But he said the two men are helping
parking services with the administration and are not on the lots
checking that cars have stickers.
Cox said the department has
about 31 policemen to spread out
for 24 hours, seven days a week,
and can not spare any more for
parking services.

U. Branch
Discussed
A long-range plan for the
development of the Gallup Branch
of UNM will be presented to the
Regents at the meeting today at
1:30 p.m. in the Roberts Room,
Scholes Hall.
The Gallup master pian includes
academic programs as well as a
physical plant. It was prepared by
the branch in cooperation with the
UNM Architect's Office, the
College of Education and individual citizens and organizations
in the Gallup drea.
The Tennis Foundation, which
proposes to build a large tennis
complex on land now owned by the
University and to hire UNM tennis
coaches to direct the enterprise, will
be back ori the agenda. The
proposal was heard several months
ago by the Regents who indicated
an interest in the plan but asked for
further clarification of personnel
agreement~. ·

'·
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the 'parking services department at
the beginning of each semester by
preventing drivers without stickers
from entering the parking lots. But
this semester, six nf the eight
persons who are usually assigned
to parking are either sick or have
quit, Cox said.
·
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WASHINGTON (UP I)-Gerald
_g R. Ford, moments after his
,3 presidency became a memory,
>. Thursday made a brief air tour of
::: Washington and then flew to
~ California to begin life as a private
8 citizen for the first time in 28 years.
-~
President ·carter, in his first
;2; words after being sworn in,
~ thanked _Ford for his efforts "to
"' heal our land" -a remark that
brought warm approval from the
';! crowd.
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mainly because of the fine people,"
he told about 75 officials assembled
for a final breakfast in the state
dining room. "The days were long,
but they were lightened by the
people.
"You .. all contributed to an
administration I think was good
and which history will treat kindly.
I hope to see you all again. I believe
the friendships we made here go
well beyond Jan. 20."

It was 2 Yz years ago that the
Watergate scandals drove Richard
Nixon from power and thrust Ford,
the nation's first appointed vice
president, into the Oval Office.
In his last morning at the White
House, Ford, along with his wife,
Betty, shared coffee with the new
tenants of 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue. He also approved some
congressional action, including one
granting temporary secret service
protection to Nelson Rockefeller,
his vice president, and Henry
Kissinger, his secretary of state.
But for the most part, it was a
sentimental occasion for. the long·
time Michigan congressman. He
reserved his final hours in office for
those closest to him.
"I've enjoyed the White House

Press Secretary Ron Nessen said
Ford "obviously was moved"
during the gathering, but that he
."didn't see any tears."
Ford then spent some time in the
Oval Office. Once he left it for the
last time, crews then packed away
the mementos of his stay.
He made the traditional ride up
Pennsylvania Avenue with his
successor and stood motionless as
Carter took the oath

---------Fish-Fla.ncll________ _
20% off ali supplies to UNM
Students with I. D.
Spotted Puffers
$1.29 ea.
Small Jack Dempseys
$1.29 ea.
3/$1.00
Your Cl)oice of Platties
Offer good until January 24
We take trade-in on used aquariums
1.

1425San Mateo N.E.
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266-9778
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Cuba Completes Government

~:!W~

Ford Ends· Presidency

>.

Ford left the Capitol building by
the "West Front," the back door.
Once· outside, he walked down
· several long flights of steps to a
waiting helicopter.
The Fords, along with the
Rockefellers, flew over the nation's
capital with its gleaming white
marble buildings and on to
Andrews AFB in suburban
Maryland.
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By Larry Schmidt·
Last
December's
CUBA:
inauguration of the National
Assembly and its election of the
Council of State and the Council of
Ministers completes the process of
giving revolutionary Cuba a complete set of political institutions.

By United Press International

Cold Wave Kills Crops
A killer cold wave-one of the worst of the century-destroyed
major portions of Florida's multi-million-dollar citrus and vegetable
crops Thursday and killed fish in iced-over or chilled waters.
The agricultural disaster started prices of vegetables from "the winter salad bowl" spiraling upward in Florida. The swell appeared certain to send 'prices of citrus fruit and orange juice sharply higher at the
nation's supermarkets.
A major food store chain in Chicago halted promotional sales of
oranges and orange juice in expectation of what it called an
"inevitable" price increase. Prices of fish also could rise if fears of
Florida commercial fishermen were realized.

i

l

National elections were held in
Cuba last year, for the fi.rst time
since 1958. The people elected one
municipal delegate fro-,, each electoral district. The electoral districts
are several city blocks or a .small
village. The municipal assemblies
elected one delegate to the provincial assemblies for every 10,000
citizens and one · deputy to the
National Assembly for every
20,000 citizens. The National
Assembly elected the Council of
State from among its own deputies
and appointed the Council of
Ministers in consultation with the
president of the Counc\1 of State.
This new Cuban government· is

Gandhi Lifts News Censorship
NEW DELHI ' India-Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
Thursday or.
dered freedom for political prisoners throughout India and lifted
news censorship as part of her promise to relax the nationalemergency restrictions she ordered 19 months ago.
Four key opposition parties at the same time announced their plans
to unite in a new people's party to campaign against Mrs. Gandhi and
her ruling Congress party in the mid-March national elections.

Armstrong Resigns Post
LONDON-U.S. Ambassador Anne Armstrong submitted her
resignation to President Carter Thursday, aU .S. Embassy spokesman
said.
The spokesman said her resignation was sent by diplomatic pouch
with a covering Jetter to Secretary of State Designate Cyrus Vance.
The spokesman said Vance this week sent a directive to all U.S.
Ambassadors abroad to submit their resignations in accordance withcustom on a change of administration.
Mrs. Armstrong, a former Republican National Committee
woman, arrived here last March to take up her post as first U.S.
woman ambassador to the court of St. James. She succeeded Elliot L.
Richardson.

~stupid Yankees~

I
,

NASHVILLE, Tenn.-Country-rock star Charlie Daniels says an
organizer's suggestion that he churn out cocktail music for Jimmy
Carter's inaugural reception tonight "just goes to show you how
stupid Yankees are."
Daniels said he will not change one note of his show, which will end
with the hit song, "The South's Gonna Do It Again."

Race Laws on Way Out

I

SALISBURY, Rhodesia-The ruling White Rhodesia Front Party
is considering a move to aboli!lh all the nation's racially
discriminatory laws, government sources said today.
The front held a parliamentary caucus in Salisbury to discuss
sweeping proposals to abolish all race laws~ the sources said. Prime
Minister Ian Smith, a Front member, was expected to announce what
steps will be taken in a nationwide radio and television speech next
week.
The caucus coincided with the arrival in Salisbury of British
negotiator Ivor Richard, who plans to unveil his new proposals for an
interim government before Blacks achieve majority rule. He and
Smith are scheduled to meet Friday.

.I·'

One's complete awareness is absorbed by
the skiis and surrounding nature. It is
something which develops not only the
body but also the soul ..· .

Cabinet Almost Complete
WASHINGTON-The Senate confirmed most of President Carter's cabinet Thursday a few hours after the inauguration, but delayed
action on three nominees including Attorney General-designate Griffin Bell because they face opposition. •
Bell, Labor Secretary-designate Ray Marshall and HEW Secretarydesignate Joseph Califano-the three on whom action was postponed-appeared virtually certain of winning eventual confirmation.

.
FridtjofNansen
''The First Crossing of Greenland"

1890

Cross

Country
Ski
Clluies
Our rtext cross-country ski
clinic will be Friday Jan. 28
(in-store clinic) and Sat. Jan.
29 (snow clinic). Friday we'll
see 1J1c ten-ific movie Skin·
ny Skiis, and discuss
waxing, fiberglass vs. wood,
construction, etc. Saturday
we'll teach you basic
technique in the morning
and sld off fo,r a tout· in the
- afternoon. Come in and
reserve ytJur skiis now!

Day Touring Pli.g.
Bonna1800
Haugen Classic Boot
Deluxe Tonkin Pole
Troll Binding
Mounting (Pine, Tar)
Regular Price
Pli.g. Price

Students Die in Explosion
875. 00
845.oo
811.00

88.

0Q

86.oo
8145. 00
81.25.95

PITTSBURGH-A tremendous explosion demolished an
auditorium 'at the University of Pittsburgh Thursday moments ·after
200 students left a physiology class. At least three students were killed
and more than 30 were injured.
An intern at Presbyterian University Hospital, where the most
seriously injured were taken, said, "We have three confirmed dead,
and there is a possibility the figure may go higher.''

TheAll New
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GUATEMALA: With the seizure
of the oil town of Rulelsanto in the
northern part of the country in
early December, the Ejercito
Guerrillero de los Pobres (EGP)
marked the end of an impressive
first year in the open. The EGP has

ERITREA in ETHIOPIA: In
early January, the Eritrean
People's Liberation Forces (EPLF)
forced nearly I 00 Ethiopian
soldiers to flee across the border to
Sudan for safety, after defeating
them in a battle for Karora, a city

emerged as a solidly established armed guerrilla organization whose
publications are avoiding the
problem which hurt the 1960's
movements, i.e., ideological

on the northern border of Eritrea's
Sahel province. This victory continues a three-month old .offensive

URUGUAY: The final two
'-<
weeks of 1.976 saw mass arrests in §
the universities of Uruguay after o=
the ,appearances of pamphlets el
distributed by the banned student ';:,
group, Federacion de Estuiantes :-"
Universitarios de Uruguay.
JAMAICA: Mr. Manley, the
new Jamaican Prime Minister, has
reportedly increased the influence
of the left in his aim for democratic
socialism, by appointing two
leading leftists to his Cabinet last
week.

BEAU BRITCHES
IS DOING IT AGAIN!-

WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:
WHY:

'Clearance Sale
Now - Instantly
Both Stores - 2001 Eubank N.E. and 6000 Montgomery N.E.
Beau Britches Wants Your Business

ALL ITEMS ARE FROM OUR REGULAR INVENTORY
FASHION JEANS

,.

PREWASHED JEANS

by Faded Glory and A. Smile
Some 100% Cotton Blue Denim
Some Cotton Muslin/Assorted Colors
Regularly Sold at $15. 00 to $25. oo

NOWONLYsgaa

by Lee, Wrangler and Dittos
Regularly Sold at $13.oo to $24.oo

Sizes 26 to 34

NOWONLY$588 Sizes26to36
Broken Sizes

Select group of

MEN'S LONG SLEEVED
SHIRTS

MEN'S POLYESTER
LEISURE JACKETS

by Kennington, Madman and Saturdays
Assorted Styles and f?atterns
R~gularly sold at $13. 00 to $19. oo

by Levi's and Lee
These jackets regularly sold
at $22. 00 to $30. 00 •

NOWONLYssss

NOWONLY sgss
Select group of

Men's Polyester
KNIT JEANS & SLACKS

GALS' SHIRTS
BLOUSES AND JACKETS

.
S
78

Some coordinate with Jackets above
Regularly sold at $16. oo to $20. oo
sizes29to36
NOW ONLY
Broken Sizes
Assorted Colors

.
$

NOWONLYssss

Junior Sizes
5 to 13
Broken Sizes

No. 79
Box20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
277-4202.
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Another difference is the attempt
to
. avoid
the
top-heavy
authoritarian and bureaucratic
aspects of the Soviet system by
al)owing the expression of public
opinion through meaningful elections. One of the primary ob-

jectives of the new system is to
separate the government from the
party.

AND, THE. MESSAGE IS SPECTACULAR

DAILY LOBO

Relax in our Informal Atmosphere
266-6605
6825 Lomas N .E.

flours Monday thrn

similar to the Soviet Union's with a
few important differences. One is
that the personal power of leader
Fidel and Deputy Raul Castro is
consolidated not only in the party,
but also in the government and the
army.

i
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The Frank Larabee Group

RIVBRS

third vvorld rep.ort

Workshop
Discussed
By Senate
By Ruth Intress,
The ASUNM ·Senate went into a
closed session during its Wednesday
night meeting to discuss the absence
of Vice President Dorothy
Davidson at the ASUNM Senate
workshop held Jan. 4.
Davidson said she was absent
from the workshop because, "I
didn't find out about the workshop
until the day before it was to be
held due to a procedural problem. I
was unable to attend because I had
made a medical appointment I
could not break for that same
day."
After the senate returned to its
regular sessiOn, Tom Heady was
affirmed as Film Committee
chairman. Yolanda Tryon's appointment for attorney general was
sent to the Senate's Presidential
Appointments Committee for
review.
Tryon, who was made acting
attorney general by ASUNM
President Damon Tobias, will
appear before the senate next week
for a vote to be taken on her appointment.
The senate also complained
because· Davidson had canceled
engagements of several University
officials who were to speak at the
workshop. Davidson said she
canceled the speakers because she
had phoned some of the senators
and expected low attendance at the
workshop.
The workshop, however, was
held as scheduled with 14 senators
attending, Tobias said.
Tryon issued her first opinion as
acting attorney general on the
definition of a majority vote, and
how an abstention vote should be
counted. Her opinion stated an
-abstention is not a vote and that it
need not be tallied or announced.
The Speaker's Committee
reported a deficit of $738 for the
falll976 semester.

Offend Star

polemics. They are now appealing
to the immediate political issues of
freedom to organize into political
parties and trade unions, and opposition to the violence of the
government-backed death squads.

Store front parking - No Layaways Please - All Sales Final
BOTH STORES
-

*BEAU*.
BRITGBES

t1nancla11y- asscciated with UNM. Second class

NEW MEXICO'S LARGEST PANT SELECTION

87131. Subscription rate I:; $10.00 for tile

2001 Eubank N.E. • Phone 298·8280
6000 Montgomery N.E. • Phone 881-8710

post_age paid at AlbuquerqiiC, New Mexico
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''The general feeling around here was that the Carter ad-·

~ ministration must have a lot on the ball to recognize talent as great

as Alex's."
.
These were the words of one person in the UNM administration
.,f when talking about the resignation of Associate Provost Alex Mer., cure. Mercure resigned Tuesday to take a post as assistant
ru> secretary of agriculture.
UNM is left with a huge vacancy to fill as the result of Mercure's
resignation. But this is one vac<ncy we feel will be better left unfilled and indications from President Davis' office are that it won't
be filled.
We reported in Wednesday's LOBO that administration sources
said Mercure might not be replaced. Davis wouldn't confirm that
rumor, but he said they won't start looking for a replacement right
away.
We believe that trying to replace Mercure would be pure folly. He
simply can't be replaced. Our sources told us that th position of
associate provost was created for Mercure because of his invaluable contacts. Through an extensive background in
Washington and New Mexico, Mercure developed relationships
which were extremely beneficial in his UNM work concerning
public service, regional and community affairs.
·
Davis said that, as a te(Tlporary measure, Mercure's duties would
be divided between the new provost to be named in February, and
Marvin "Swede" Johnson, the new vice-president for student,
alum~:~i and development affairs. We think it would be wise if Davis
made this a permanent measure because finding someone to do
the job Mercure did would be almost impossible.
Dispersing Mercure's former duties permanently would also save
UNM his $35,000 salary.
~
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Reg en t s·Im m s ' St an d :
U. lnf.lltrator o·lsagrees

tomorrow night British humor of
the absurd Will joust you out of
your seats in Monty Python and the
Holy Grail.
Guild Theatre-Tonight Marlon
Brando shows that he's not only to
old to make love, but too old to
tango in that scandalous film Last
Tango in Paris. Tomorrow night
Richard Dreyfuss stars in a sexual
comedy farce called Inserts.
Don Pancho's-The sensitive
Truffaut film about growing up
called Small Change plays tonight
and tomorrow night.
Hiland-The line at the theatre is
always ko_ngs long and there should
be no exception this weekend. King
Kong is on its way to passing up
Jaws on the money list. It is a
violent story as Jessica Lange
pounds frantically on Kong's hairy
chest and it is a photographic
·
spectacle.
Fox-Winrock-Dirty Harry is
fascist as ever in The Enforcer.

I

These City Hospital Prices Vary

Editor:
Prices Vary Little" with the sub- the "Three Day Normal Delivery
The survey on city hospital heading, "With the Exception Charge" and the cost of Inpri~es, carried on Page 13 of the of Bataan," is not only in- tensive and Coronary Care
Da_rl_y LOBO ~an. ~0, 19:7 correct, but damaging to this in-. ber;ls. The actual charge for a
edrtron, was senously rn error rn stitution.
normal three day delivery at
regards
to
several
charges
atAttached
is
a
correct
breakLovelace-Bataan is $620.00 and
rmnumuuumuunrnuunrmuunnnnmnr•
e
mnrmunrnnnnmnnnnnmnrmnmmmut rib u ted to Love Iace- Ba ta an
down of Bataan Memorial not $900 to $1,000 as you reporMedical C?nter., l_n additi?n, Hospital charges. The major ted. To this basic charge, in all
discrepancies are the reports of cases, the physician's fee must
your headline, Crty Hosprtal
be added and this, as you have
noted elsewhere in the article,
Edito"r:
Last fall I wrote you concerning our new registration system and the
ranges
from $390 to $550. Your
new approach to registration available under this system. We appreciated
report of ICU and CCU charges
your comments and those of the many students who spoke to our·
are
$50 higher than actuaL
Registration Center staff.
_
charges.
It is regrettable that the spring, 1977 registration has not gone as
We expect a correction of
smoothly as we all anticipated. Problems that we think involve hardware Editor:
your
article with a complete
and possibly software in our Sanders System have made. it more difficult
The Office of the University Infiltrator notes with pleasure the
for all concerned, particularly our students.
resignation of Regent Albert G. Simms. He stated that the power of reprinting of all hospital costs as
I and the Registration Center staff appreciate the consideration and unshown in the attached:
derstanding exhibited by the great majority of students during this the Board of Regents "has become weakened over the last ten
(Costs in parenthesis are
frustrating time. I would like to assure you and our other students that we years by improperly 'giving away' its prescribed powers to the figures reported by the LOBO.)
are working closely with the Sanders Staff and the staff of Data faculty and the students ... "
Intensive care, $200, ($250);
The Office agrees that the New Mexico state government has no
Processing to solve our problems. Hopefully, the solutions will be forthcoming in the immediate future.
business running UNM, and Simms is right to oppose that, but is coronary · care $200, ($250);
At any rate, we appreciate your understanding and expectantly look for- Simms really serious when he complains about delegating power to special acute, $117, $128, ( );
three-day normal delivery, $619
ward to a return to the leyel of operation we all enjoyed in fall, 1976.
students and faculty?
(sic), ($900-$1 000); wards, $79,
Fred M. Chreist Jr.
Indeed, precious little has been delegated to the students and
Registrar outside of student organizations nothing of any real consequence. $84, ( ); semi-private, $90,
($90); private, $94, $112,
by Garry Trudeau Simms would take away what little power students have.
DOONESBURY
It is precisely the kind of administration Simms favors, with all ($1 00); nursery, $77, ($77);
HeY, NOtil fi(J{d TACTFO/..
power at the top, that accounts for the repetition of problems that child's special acute, $128, ( );
tt/45 !HAlf ti5T£N, RICK ti/Hilr'S
Simms sees. The responsible delegation of power to students and child's intensive care, $200,
I'M SENO!NG YOIJ TO 77113 PST?
faculty, with the Regents remaining the final arbiter in those things ($250); child's coronary care,
tlPCOMING Sl355/0N OF P'"-'--.,d
they delegate, can only strengthen UNM by bringing in more $200, ($250).
PST!
Stephen P. Yerxa
viewpoints and opinions.
YO/J
Vice
President-Administration
The Office is therefore glad that Simms has resigned, and hopes
(Editor's Note: The figures
his successor will be more responsive to the rights and needs of
used
in the LOBO article were
UNM students.
Phil D. Hernandez obtained from at least two of
Director the following departments at
Office of the University Infiltrator Lovelace-Balaan Medical Center: Development, Admitting,
lllllllllmiiiiiiiiiiiiHIUUIIIIInllllll1111lllllfiiiiiiiJUIUUlillll.liiiiJIIIIIIIIII\llllllllllllllllllnllllllflllllllt
and Financial. Sorry, sir, it
seems you a!f don't have your
figures
together.)
Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten
and double spaced.
PEOP!£ SeMINAR.
YOIJ'I$ G£NOIN6
TRAINING. 17!5 .4. PeRSON!IL/7Y
YOUiLMe TO .4 GOSSIP
SYMPOSI/JM ON P£R- JOURNALISM?
Sender's name, address and phqne number must be included
WV/3 Jr. .... ~ .... ~, AREIN'T
SONAlfTY JO/JRNAUS!r/,
'-60. NOIIJ.
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
!TiL 11£/P Y0/16el
I
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
!N71J IT/
Editor:
person.
I believe your article on coffee
Opinions...
. . ·
.
houses
around the University
Opinions are unsolicited, s~g?ed, guest ed1tonal~ ~~!Ch do
not necessarily reflect the opm1on of the LOBO. Opimons.may was a great idea. Coffee houses
offer an alternative to the bar
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
scene .and help local musicians.
Opinions should include address and phone number.
However, you overlooked one
Both letters to the editor and opinions are subject to editing coffee house, The Bakery Cafe,
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letter~ may be which has music every Friday
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 30, UNM, 87131 or delivered to night.
the LOBO newsroom, rooin 138, Marron Hall.
The 8akery Cafe

University Registrar Offers
Comments on Breakdown

..
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SUB Theatre-tonight . and Tyne Daly puts in a memorable
Montgomery Plaza-The triple Nickelodeon.
Galeria Twin-On the first

:~

~ Mercure Resignation GiH~r
·;<
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performance and should not be
forgotten as one of Clint Eastwood's leading ladies.
Louisiana Mall-The triple
theater offers: _
The Shaggy D.A. as the Disney
gang comes up with another
outrageous idea for family fun.
An intellectual film that will
excite you and force you to emote a
hearty chuckle is The Seven-PerCent Solution starring Nicole
Williamson as Holmes, Alan Arkin
as Freud, and Robert Duvall as
Watson.
In Search of Noah's Ark is a
pseudo-documentary about some
things in history that have not been
explained and probably never will.

theater offers:
Car Wash with a cast of zanny
stars will keep the crowd laughing.
The Silver Streak goes up .one
and supplies laughter, adventure,
love and disaster. Gene Wilder,
Richard Pryor and Jill Clayburgh
star in the funniest film of the year.
Nature freaks can get off on
Wilderness Family. This is the kind
of movie where the bear takes
honors for best performer.
Los Altos-the double theater
offers an exciting World War II
movie called Five for Hell and a
superficial movie that's been on the
theaters
too
long
called

6:30-Channel 5:
Upon a
Classic ("David Copperfield,"
pt. 2).
7:00-Channel 5: UNM Voices
(Campus news, sports, interviews).
8:00-Channel 7: Movie
("Love Boat").
9:00-Channel 5: "Song at
Twilight: An Essay on Aging."
Saturday
8:00-Channel 4: Movie ('.'Mr.
Ricco," with Dean Martin).
9:00-Channel 7: ABC News
• Closeup ("ERA-the War Between Women.")
11!00-Channel 4: Saturday
Night (Ruth Gordon and Chuck
Berry).
Sunday
7:00-Channel 5: "Rivals of
Sherlock Holmes."
8:00-ChannellJ: Movie
("Delphi Bureau"). ·
8:00-Channcl 7: "Roots"
(First of eight consecutive
segments).
10:00-Channcl · 5: Dance in
America ("Dance of the Chinese
Conjurer").

Eastdale-A double feature is
running that includes such family
fare as Gnome-Mobile and Run
Apafoosa Run.

An Emmy Nominee
To AppeQt Locally

The Mall Cinema-Macho Man
meets Funny Lady in the rocking
new version of A Star is Born.
·James Mason and Judy Garland
probably never imagined a remake
like this.

Paulene·Myers, up for an Emmy
for her performance of "Mama,"
will perform Feb. 9 at 8 p.m. in the
Eldorado High Performing Arts
Center.
Tickets are $3.50 and are
available at the SUB box office.
In this one-and-a-half-hour
show, Paulene Myers demonstrates
her unique versatility portraying the
roles of Mama, Pauline, Mrs.
Hampton, and Aunt Rachel.
The character~ played in the
show by Ms. Myers depict the life
of Black American women from
slavery to present day, and
illustrates how their inner strength
helped them overcome hardships.
The first scene opens showing
Mama washing in the kitchen,
singing: "Oh Lord, I don't feel no
ways tired,'' encouraging her
children to get up and do their
chores.

Rgend·o

TV

Cinema East-The twin theater
offers the Wilderness Family and
the funniest man around, Peter
Sellers in The Pink Panther Strikes
Again.
Lobo-Carrie will make you
remember back at the girl you took
to the prom and wonder if you
really knew her. Cissy Spacek puts
in an AcademyAward performance
as the girl who could move
mounfains.

-"Two Acts for Four Actors,"
by Pirandello. Friday to Sunday at
8 p.m. at the V.ortex. "Other shows
detailed on page 6.
-"The Tragedy of Julius
Caesar," in a Classic Theater
production. Popejoy Hall at 8:15
Friday and Saturday; Sunday at
2:15.

· -Electric Light Orchestra with
Ambrosia and Steve Hillage in
Johnson Gym Sunday at 7:30.
-"Holiday ori lee," at 8 p.m. in
Tingley Coliseum all weekend.
Matinee Saturday.
-"Rattle of a Simple Man" at
the Albuquerque Little Theater
beginning tonight at 8 p.m.,
Saturday 6 and 9, and Sunday 2 and
8.
-Albuquerque Chamber
Orchestra performs tonight at 8
p.m. in the Methodist Church, 4th
and LeadSW.
CANCELLED
Mark Russell's Jan. 25th appearance at Popejoy due to contract problems. And the Jan. 29th
voice recital by the music department in Keller Hall should be rescheduled.

During the first three scenes,
Paulene talks of the .strength,
wisdom and kindness Mama had
always displayed. How she had
thrived on work and never permitted hatred to enter her life.
In the fourth scene, Paulene
portrays Mrs. Hampton, a
prominent elderly Black lady living
in a Montgomery, Ala. mansion
who says: "Black power just means
Negroes having a few choices,
making their own decisions like
other people."
Aunt Rachel in scene five is a
former slave. She talks of the time
she was sold in an auction and
separated from her husband and
seven children, and how she became
a cook for the Union Army.
The show is produced by the
Eldorado High School's Black
Student Union, Dave Libertore
sponsor.

g·X

theatre you have that mushy movie ~
about young love Ode to Billy Joe .:;r
and the second theater offers a l '
double feature of The Wind and the g.
Lion and Wilby Conspiracy.
.o
The Sunshine Theatre-One of '-<
the most. heartwarming films of all ~
time The King and I is showing with £l
two fantastic duos: Brynner and .::;:
Kerr, and Rodgers and Ham- ~
merstein .

Rode.Y
Film
The Rodey Theatre Film Festival
will open its spring program
Sunday night a( 7:30 in Rodey
Theatre with Abel Gance's film,
J'Accuse.
Unfortunately Gance's films
have been unavailable in the United
States until just recently, for he is as
important to French cinema as
D. W. Griffith is to our own. Gance
was France's most important
director of feature-length film from
about 1918 to 1930. In many ways
Gance was a Gutsyier director than
Griffith. His technique was often
more revolutionary and he explored
the medium perhaps more fully
than did his American counterpart.
J'Accuse, which was made in
1937 is an energetic anti-war f"llm,
comparable to but more bitter and
angry than Renier's Grand Illusion
which appeared in the same year.
The Rodey Theatre Film Festival
is sponsored by the Theatre Arts
department under the direction of
Ira Jaffe, the films will be shown at
Rodey Theatre 7:30 p.m.
Admission is one dollar at the door .

OKIES
1720 Central SE

Pitcher BEER $1.25
·Fridays 3-6 p.m.
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Look What's New at the

SUB
Delicatessen (on campus Quality)
Sweet Shop (Scrumptious Ice Cream and Deserts)
rronto's (B1·eakjast, Lunch, Dinner ... and Fast)
Cafeteria (Lunch)
and of course:
Casa Del Sol
(still the best Mexican Food in town)

:'he Ail New

Friars Pub
featuring

The Frank Larabee Group
Relax in our Informal Atmosphere
6825 Lomas N.E.
266-6605
Just West of Louisiana-Just North of Fairgrounds

FilmmQker's Film •••

Nickelodeon is showilyg at the Los
Most
of
The first half-hour of the film, in story,· though.
Altos Twin Theater, at 7:10 and which the major characters, Leo Nickelodeon is concerned with the
9:30.
(Ryan O'Neal), an unsuccessful humorous antics of this novice
Review by Dan Humenick
lawyer, Buck (Burt Reynolds), a movie company.
Nickelodeon is not quite the cowboy, and Kathleen (newcomer - In this section, the jokes are
turkey it has been mage out to be. It Jane Hitchcock), an actress, are spaced apart and are very clever.
is a funny, genuinely entertaining introduced in uninteresting fashion, The movie at this point becomes
film about the early days of movie is filled with some terrible imitation ·amiable and appealing.
making. But it is a forgettable film, Mel Brooks jokes and visuals.
This is not to say the film is really
too, and the somewhat uplifting
Through a series of unbelievable
terribly
good. It is at best mediocre,
feelings you get from it fade almost coincidences, the three meet up
mainly
because, unliks in Paper
the moment you leave the theater.
with a struggling movie producer,
you never l;lelieve for a
Moon,
It was made by that nostalgia played by Brian Keith, who perfreak, Peter Bogdanovich, and suades them to become part of the minute that you are watching real
people.
anyone hoping for the same affects then-blossoming
film-making
received from his earlier and much industry. The film soon improves,
Because of the constant inclusion
superior Paper Moon will be once Keith, in a bad performance, of slapstick and overly cute jokes,
terribly disappointed.
is dropped, and the events center on you are always made aware of the
the movie producing escapades of fact you,are watching actors having
the protagonists.
·
lots of fun and behaving like
Our. heroes are independents, and buffoons, but never getting inside
they are being forever hounded by their characters.
members of the big studios, who do
not like the competition, and get
Nickelodeon is' fun to watch, but
this message across by mangling it is hoiiow and pointless, the least
various cameras, sets, and humans. inspired and, perhaps, the worst
McCormics Match Box Circus This is just a mitior part of the film Bogdanovich has ever given us.
and perambulating cabinet of
wonders, featuring Michael
Anthony of Magic Theatre fame,
will be performing at the Vortex
Theatre Jan. 21, 22 and 23. This
program is the first, in a series, of "You will have the tallest, darkest Strangest is when she is offered to
Midnight Magic and Madness leading man in Hollywood."
Kong by the natives. She seems to
shows directed by Michael
(Merian C. Cooper to Fay Wray) be phased-out on Demerol or
Anthony. It will include a I :00 p.m.
Quaaludes. I have not yet figured
By Richard Hughes
matinee on the 22nd and 23rd.
It seems that everything written out why she played that scene this
The mai~ attraction, this month, about KING KONG concerns either way, and the film never shows
will be McCormics Match Box the producer, Dina de Laurentiis, anything to confirm
suspicions.
Circus, the brain child of Michael and the trouble he had getting the
McCormic and his son Shawn.
movie off the ground, or the
McCormic has reproduced, in original version, and how it was so
fine detail, an authentic version of much better.
an 1800's street circus featuring a
Well, · Dino did have trouble
Punch and,Judy puppet show. By getting his $24 million and the
devoting the last ten years to the original version may be better
study of the history, construction, suited for the average film buff, but
psychology and performance of that does not tell you very much
puppets, Michael has become the about the new version.
leading expert in the Southwest;
For those who haven't seen
and, is currently teaching puppetry either, the basic plot runs like this.
at UNM. Besides his title of A giant ape falls in love with our
"Punch Professor," he is also an heroine (Fay Wray or Jessica
accomplished magtctan, mime, Lange), and is kidnapped by evil
juggler and Fire eater.
white men. They bring him to
Michael Anthony will be assisting America to make a fortune, and get
the McCormics in the weekend burned when Kong escapes and
production. He is a member of the tromps through New York,
Jeff Bridges does the best job of
Magic Theatre and The Mime eventually dying a hero's death the major characters (excepting
Experiment Performing Arts from the top of the tallest building Kong). He has considerably more
Collective as well as the Match Box in town (Empire State or World depth
than
does
Lange.
Circus.
Trade Center).
Individually, the rest ·of the cast
Anthony has made an extensive
As with the original Franken- does a passable job, but the instudy of clawing, including magic, stein, one feels sympathy toward teractions between the actors very
mime and juggling. He will be the beast. Contrast this with Jaws, often seems forced-like they still
teaching classes at the performing where one wants bloody revenge. are working on their diction.
arts collective in March.
Be assured it is not your average Relative to other movies I would
Brief Interludes of Grotesque overdubbed Japanese monster- only rate the acting slightly below
Humor-One Act and a Night- attacks-the-world horror flick.
average; it neither adds nor detracts
mare, will be presented at midnight
The only part of the movie that from the rest of the movie.
on the 21st and 22nd. This program stands out is the special effects. The
Luckily, the print we have in
is not recommended for the faint of Kong is very good, and is on screen Albuquerque is as good as new, not
heart. It bridges the gap between quite a bit. There is not any obvious having the scratches, splices, and
the real and sureal, fantasy and fakery in the scenes involving both smears that so many prints have by
horror, laughter and primal fear.
Kong and Jessica Lange, unless, of the time we get the film. The
McCormics Match Box Circus course, you are looking for it.
stereophonic sound is best when
will perform for the 1:00 p.m.
The face of Kong is especially you are centered, so if possible,
matinee on the 22nd and 23rd. This good, since close-ups show plenty avoid the aisle seats. The admission
show is recommended for children of emotion. The camera work, price is three dollars, which is not
of ail ages. The Vortex Theatre is directing, editing, and production much considering what I was exlocated at 106-A Vassar, SE (in.the are all passable, but rarely anything pecting tickets to cost.
alley). Tickets may be purchased at to shout about.
All in all, the film is a gqod piece
the door. Admission is $1.50. For
The acting is rather shallow for of entertainment that requires no
more information, call 265-7465 or $24 million. Lange plays parts special attention by the viewer (i.e.,
842-1080.
good, bad, and sometimes strange. no advantage going straight).
Maybe it is best described as
something you want to see for the
sake of saying that you saw it. I
Friday & Saturday
don't think people who have seen it
7:00 & 9:15
are really sorry they did.

Circus

To Open

'Kong' of a Film

And the George Pal
Puppettoon
"Rhapsody in Wood;,

,:k.ttua"-9 Z1>~22
8:15 ptn.

There will be a Union Board meeting Friday, Jnn.
21 at 2:30p.m. in room 231 ofthcSVD. Ali interested
persons nrc irHtited lo attend.
A $6000 fellowship for Greek studies is available.
Applications for the nwnrd must be filed before Feb.
I, 1977. Fot application forms ar~d further in-

formation, wrllc: The Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship
Committee; The United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa:
1811 QStrcct; N.W.: Washington, D.c. 20009,

277-3121

Popejoy Hall

Tlntern Abbey by Bedford

Goller~

~~I-foLy&lti'I~

-

You
Type?~~~~

matchbox

===

Tickets $2· 00 , 2· 50 , 3· 00

But
Can

SUB Theatre
Downstairs Admisswn $1.00

===

Attn. Chad SHH.Icntsl Graduate Studcrtt
As!;oclatioil Office Hours: Mon.'fucs, 10:30..5:00.
Wed,-Thurs, JO:J(}.J:JO. GSA, Room 248, SUB.
l'honc 277·38Qj,

'The New Mcxlco Alpha chapter or Phi Sigma Tau
Will haVe' an e.~sny CIJiliCst on uwhat is Reality?"
Prizes will be awarded. For (urthcr tnrormlilion cnll
27J.6363 "' 277-6364.

The following books are available in the LOBO Office for review: Transparencies (David McLain); Reflexive Universe (Arthur Young);
Geometry of Meaning (Arthur Young); A Dance to the. Music of Time-4
volumes (Anthony Powell); Prison at Obregon (Bill Adkin~); O'Hara
Concern (Bruccoli); Checkmate (Dorothy Dunnett); Cherry Grove (Wm.
Del!igan) and In/ro-8: The Liar's Craft,

t~s~~n~!~ls ~.
~ All Drinks ~
<'g
2 For I
lli
~

Southall said the photographer
was known for the quality of both
his vision and technique. Bedford is
represented in the exhibit by a
variety
of
different
size
photographs including stereographs
that give the illusion of three
dimensions when seen through a
special viewer.
The photographer was born in
1816 and was trained as both a
lithographer and architect in his
father's firm. These two interests
led Bedford to try architectural
photography in the early 1850's.
"As he mastered the difficult wet
collodion photographic process,"
Southall adds, "Bedford gave up
his earlier professions to concentrate on the business of selling
photographic views. Like hundreds
of other photographers throughout
Great Britain and Europe, Bedford
produced prints in great quantities
usually for sale to travelers seeking
souvenirs for pasting in albums."
By 1862 Bedford was so highly
regarded that he was given the
prestigious
position
of
photographing the Prince·of Wales'
educational tour of the Middle
East. In the 1860's and 1870's
Bedford's business grew to such a
size that it is probable that there
were other photographers, including his son William Bedford,
who were making photographs to
be published under Bedford's
name. He died in London in 1894.
Most of the works included in the
exhibit are for sale, and prices
range from $16 to $31. All
photographs are original gold
chloride-toned albumen prints
made around 1870.
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~ Reg Bar Drinks ~

Also for review are Man Friday (Adrian Mitchell); Danger Money (M.
Eberhart); Still and Woven Blue (R. Stoukey); Renegade Roe (L. V.
Roper); Before My Time (M. Howard); Pilgrimage 2 (D. Richardson);
The ASA Gallery of UNM will Christmas Pudding and Pigeon Pie (N. Milford); Searching For Caleb
open an exhibit of the work of (Anne Tyler); Stranger a/the Party (H. Lawrence); Norma Jean, Termite
Victorian photographer Francis Queen (Sheila Ballantyne); Come Home Early, Child (0. Dodson) and
Bedford, Monday, Jan. 24. The Minstrel Man (Shapiro).
gallery, located in the basement of
the Student Union Building opIf you would like to review albums, the following are available through
posite the movie theatre, is open Lynda Sparber at the ·LOBO office: Act Like Nothing's Wrong (A!
weekdays from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Kooper); The Humors of-Lewis Fury; Target; Get Fresh (Fresh);
Admission is free.
Wisdom (Ralph Graham); L.A. Sessions (Brenda Lee); Arrogance
Tom Southaii, gallery guest (Rumors); Flying (Hometown Band); and Mad Hou_se (Silver Condirector, said the exhibit will in- vention).
volve some 60 works and will
For more information contact Lynda Sparber, LOBO Office.
continue through Feb. 11. He said,
"Bedford was one of the most
respected landscape photographers

of the El"th century. Working
primarily in England and Wales in
the 1860's and 1870's, Bedford
captured the romantic charm of the
old castles and church ruins,
townscapes, waterfronts and
bathing beaches that made up the
uniquely British landscape."
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Sat- Till 9pm
Sun.- Till 7pm

--;as

lS.-_ _s_o_c_ _

Till Sun
The Great Oat Willie Band
Starts Mon.
"The Fabulous Fine Line Band"

_.,

A Fine Drinking Establishment

5001 LOMAS NE

I ALBUQ I 268-9855

2 blocks Wlt.st of San Msteoe>nLom11s

FREE

From 7:30 · 8:30
IVIonday Thru Saturday

TRAVELER
Returns For The Next 2 Weeks

. ,,

Uncle Nasty's
A Good Place To Make Friends"

Entertainment7Nites 4418CentraiS.E.

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

Quality at reasohable cost

Casey Optical Co:
fNexr door to C115ey Rexof Drug/
Lom•• 11!11 W&•hinglon ~9
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Lobo WoiTien Win In Double Overtime

.....

Play Key Game
~Lobo Gymnasts Defeated Lobos
..
As UTEP Invades Pit
~
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"They (Oregon) blew us out of
By John Griego
The UNM men's gymnastics the gym on the rings, that wasthe
team tangled wit]) the Oregon turning point," said UNM Coach
Ducks last night in Johnson Gym Rusty Mitchell of the Lobos
and after a last ditch effort by disastrous performance in the rings.
The Ducks ,jumped at the opUNM fell short, the nationally
fourth-ranked Ducks were still portunity and turned a deficit into a
three point lead at 106-102.9, a lead
afloat by ascoreof210.85-208.55.
Injury-wracked Lobo squad they never -relinquished, by taking
·
stayed close to the Ducks in the the top three spots in the rings.
After
a
second
and
third-place
early going and in fact held a .05 of
a point lead after the first two finish by Ortiz and Lobo captain
events thanks to the first-place Doug Day in the vaulting, the
finishes of Steve Ortiz in the floor Lobos set the stage for their near
exercise and John Eberle in the garrison finish as Ortiz again
captured a first and John Bernal
pommel horse.
But then the roof fell in. Ortiz finished in a three-way tie for
was cruising along with another second in the parallel bars with
fine performance in the ring event Mickey Moyal and Oregonian
when he slipped on his dismount teammate Breck Grigas.
Heading into the final event of
and was penalized heavily for his
the evening the visiting Ducks from
mishap.

Oregon held a 177.1-173.55 advantage.

The Lobos took the final high
bar event by a35.0-33.75 tally but it
proved to be too little too late.
Ortiz and Day led the gallant Lobo
finish as they posted 9.15 and 8.95
scores respectfully to grab first and
second places · while Gene
Christensen took third for the
Ducks with a 8.9 tally.
Mitchell was optimistic about the
loss. He said, "This is just a
stepping stone. A win would've
been great but it wa-sn't necessary.
We're aiming for the WAC
championships.".
"We almost beat a team that was
nationally-ranked,"
Mitchell
concluded.
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i Undergraduate Students---- i
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Were you closed o.ut of' classes you wanted? Do
you wish you could be in a small class? Why not
~come by the Honors Center during Drop-Add and
see what we have to offer you?
There are places available in several of our course
~offerings, including Freshman Honors seminars.
Freshman and Sophomore General Studies seminars
~ (all 3-credit hour courses), ~nd Undergraduate
Seminars (1-credit hour U.S.P. courses). Descriptions
and book lists are available at the Honors Center,
~ Humanities Building, west wing, ground floor--or
call ext. 2201 for information.
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ON CAMPUS

ROOM&BOARD
for less than

$6.00per day*

years.''
In spite of the lack of training the
team will be strong in the middle
distance events where they are aided
by All-American Mike Solomon
and NCAA 600-yard dash champ

is the total price for a double room <~1m~~~
and meals on a ·seven day basis.

You Figure It Out And Move In!

HOUSING RESERVATIONS
La Posada

2nd Floor

277-2606

Charles Dramiga.
Hackett says the Lobo squad
should also fair well in the long
distance running events. Senior AllAmerican Lionel Ortega along with
freshmen Peter Butler from Canada
and Harrison Caroso from Kenya
will be the Lobos to watch.
UNM has beaten the Academy
for two consecutive years but
Hackett says, "They (Academy)
have a lot of spirit," and adds,
"We just have to wait and see what
we've got."
The Lobos return home Sunday
to prepare for a triangular meet
with Colorado University and the
Air Force Academy to be held in
Color~do on Jan. 29.

By Gilbert Bustamante
UTEP was the only team to
The UNM women's gymnastic defeat New Mexico last season.
team will seek their second win of
Seven women will be competing
the season at 6 p.m., Saturday Jan. for the Lobos Saturday. Dianne
22 when they face arch rival Texas- Frew is the team captain. Frew and
EI Paso in El Paso.
teammate Joann Jost are the team
The team is coached by Claudia leaders for the Lobos. Both come
Thomas. They won their first meet from the Diablo Gymnastic Club in
of the season by whipping Weber San Francisco.
State during the semester break.
Thomas said the team has a good
Weber State had 75 points to New chance of taking the Western
Mexico's 125.10.
Athletic Conference crown. UNM,
"We looked good for the first Arizona and Colorado are conmeet. All the girls performed really _sidered the major contenders for
well," said Thomas.
the conference title.

RENEWING FALL RESIDENTS

$700~00(Pius a ~oom d~posit(:·~-..:

·I

At;_

Photo by Phyllis Kushner

Lobo Beth Born goes up for a shot between two Utah
State players.

Air Force ROTC can give
more value to your college
years and help you pay for
your schooling at the same
time. You can compete for a
two, three, or four-year Air
Force ROTC scholarship that
will pay you $100 a month
and pay for your tuition,
books and lab fees, too.
Plus, there's flight instrw,tlnl
for those who qualify, a
mission as a second lieutenant alter graduation, then
responsibility and challenge
in an Air Force job.

be taken and the Lobos then stopped the Aggies' last second drive to
force the game into overtime.
·
The second overtime featured
With 18 seconds . left in the Utah States' Montgomery hitting
second overtime period, Susan froni underneath and the Lobos '.
Schuster hit two free throws to cap Gonzales in particular, hitting from
a 101-98 UNM basketball win over everywhere, as it ended once again
the Utah State Aggies, previously in a tie, .this time 91-91. But the
.unbeaten in conference com- Lobo spirit prevailed in the final
petition. The Lobos are now 2-1.
overtime.

game but Coach Marpe said, "I
need her Saturday." Moreland
remained on the bench, but
finished with 10 points. Moreland's
replacement, Beth Born, may have
lacked heighth but had plenty of
hustle in scoring a couple of times
with great feeds by Gonzales and a
few completely on her own in getting 13 points.

UNM jumped off to a quick 11-0
. lead but it slowly diminished to 1712 as Utah State out scored the
Lobos 10-0 in a period of four
minutes. "We relaxed and played
sloppy defense," said Coach Kathy
Marpe.

Debbie Davis picked up eight
points and was a big factor during
the overtime periods as was Susan
Schuster with six points. Sharon
Striker started at forward for the
first time this year and picked up
clutch rebounds.

The Lobos then scored three
points in 20 seconds to take a 42-:38
half-time lead. The second half saw
the two teams trading baskets with
the Lobos looking a little tired on
defense. The Lobos had the ball
with the game tied at 78-78 with
just over 30 seconds to pl!IY in
regulation time but Margaret Gonzales' shot went in just after the 30second limit in which a shot must

Lobo Ski Team
At Lake Eldora
For CISL Races
I

Fern Gymnasts Travel

TO

It's a wise move into the residence halls,
and the price is right. Space is available
for the Spring Semester.

l

l

Lobo Track Team
To Meet Falcons

CLIMB THE

*EVEN LOWER FOR

By Ed Johnson
The Lobo women won a wild
one!

By David Belling
The University of Texas-El Paso Miners will play their ·first Western
Athletic Conference road game Saturday night when they meet the Lobos
in the Pit at 7:30.
UTEP is tied for theWAC lead' witn a 2-0 conference record and is 10-4
overall. The Lobos are 1-1 in the WAC and overall are 12-6.
To beat UTEP, Lobo Head Coach Norm Ellenberger said, "We will
need good consistency throughout the entire game.'' He said the Lobos
would try to play their game of fa.st breaking and good defense.
UTEP plays a slow, spread offense. Ellenberger said, "We will have to
be equal to the things they throw a.t us."
. As to what type of game fans should expect, Ellenberger said, "They
will play their game and we are going to try and play ours."
The game will match New Mexico's league-leading scoring offense
against the Miners' second-place scoring defense. The Lobos are scoring
92.6 points a game while UTEP is only surrendering 63.4 points a game.
The Lobos are hitting 49.4 per cent of their field goal attempts which is
good enough for second place in the WAC while UTEP is seventh at 45.4
percent.
The probable starters for UTEP, with their scoring averages, are forwards Tom Pauling (10.6) and Charles Draper (5.9), center Calvin Hale
(9.2) and guards Jake Poole (13.8) and Ron Jones (13.6).
Ellenberger is not yet sure who will start for the Wolfpack.
The leading scorer for the Lobos is Marvin Johnson who is averaging
20.5 points a game. The Lobos have five players averaging in double
figures with Willie Howard at 14.4, Michael Cooper at 13.4, Jimmy Allen
at 11.8 and Billy Reid at !1.5.

By Carol Pavletich
The UNM men's track team
travels to Colorado to compete
against the Air Force Academy
Fa'Icons Saturday afternoon in an
indoor meet which is the season
opener for the Lobos.
Track Head Coach Hugh
Hackett says the Lobos have not
been able to work out as much as he
would like due to the poor weather
conditions and said, "We're the
least ready we have ever been in

..
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By Peter Madrid
Even though the combined UNM
ski team is well ahead of its
competition in the Central Int_ercollegiate Ski League (CISL), there
is no reason for Coach George
Brooks and his skiers to sit back
and relax.
The race the Lobos will compete
in this weekend should be no exception. The Lobos will travel to
Lake Eldora, Colo., for a Denver
University sponsored CISL race.
UNM now competes in what is
called the CISL. Last year, the
conference was known as the
Central Intercollegiate Alpine
League. But with the addition of a
cross-country team, the word
'Alpine' was changed to 'Ski.'
"In this weekend's meet,"
Brooks said, "I see Colorado State,
Colorado College, and Denver
University to be tough. The
University of Colorado should give
the women's team the toughest
competition in both the slalom and
giant slalom race."
The top women skiers who
Brooks is expecting a fine performance from are Cindy Stone,
Stephanie
Lemay,
Dianne
Herrington, Cathy Robran, and a
new addition to the women skiers,
freshman Lori Huddleston, a
former teammate of Stone and
Lemay.
Brooks said, "I feel Lori will add
a lot to our program. Being from
Minnesota and being a teammate of
Cindy and Steph, the three should
do well together."
With 12 men skiers to chose
from, Brooks had not made his
selection as to who would travel to
this weekend's meet.
"Whoever I take from the men's
squad," Jir.ooks said, "I'm sure
they'll do good. We've beaten the
teams we're up against ·before.
We're not going uo there to lose."

Coach K'laus Weber and his
nordic squad are also looking
forward to keeping their lead in the
men's division and trying to keep
within striking distance in the
women's division.
'Right now, the men's cross·
country team is in first-place in the
CISL with 16 league points. The
women are trailing Western States
College by five points.
Weber said, "Phil Books and
Steve Meleski should be in fine
shape for this weekend. Right now,
we're trying to hold on to our lead
over CSU. The women's team is
creeping in on Western States
College as far as league scoring
goes. I'm looking for an improved
performance·from the women. At
the last race, we skied with a
handicap, in that a few of the girls
were ill. We should overcome that
this weekend."

Jean Rostermundt popped in 18
points as did Margaret Gonzales.
) ·

.
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\Sports
Gonzales had what Coach Marpe
called a "super night" as the Lobo
playmaker. Cindy Fischer hit 16
points, 10 in the first half. The 64 Carol Moreland, was injured in
the first half, but came back to
start in the second half but was
reinjured. She wished aloud along
the sidelines to be'put back into the
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The Lobos face Weber State in
the Arena starting at 5 p.m. Satur-_
day night.

BIRKENSTOCK
Sandals and Clogs
All Winter Clothing

20-50%
Wild Rose 2910 Central SE
Monday -Saturday
11 - 6

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair
.

'·

lobo

men's

shop
2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

The College Inn

Live at the
College Inn.
We know the College Inn isn't the Taj
MahaL But for a place to live. we think
it's about the best choice you. can make.

No Chores
At the College Inn we take care of
of those nagging chores: the shopping,

!he cooking, the cleaning (we even make
your. bed). That leaves you time to do
what you want to do. The buildings are
completely co·ed, and you can walk to
campus. Now is the best time to think
about where vou want to l•ve.

Call 243-2881 or
Come by
303AshNE

·>

Introducing

The Fro Shop
Hair Care &
Beauty Cosmetics

Carrying Such Lines As
• Sulphur-S
• Esirg
• Sla Sol Fro
• Ambi
Mon-Fn 10:30 · 7:30
Sat 11 :00- 7:00
521 V2 Central SE
242·3651
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World Watches As Carter Takes Office

(UP I)-The Germans were and Brazil was wary. As usual,
~ precise and France was reserved. emperors and kings were polite. As
0 Greek Cypriots danced in the usual, businessmen were worried.
Three minutes after noon
..o streets and the Russians were
optimistic. The Dutch were relieved · yesterday, the United States, their
::l
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Shepherd Edwin Peter's
World Prophecy for 1977
Tonight 7:00·9:00 p.m.
Universal Church of the Holy Spirit
509 Cardenas SE
26.5-5483 ·

.Sorority Rush Begms!
January 23rd
Sign Up Now
at the Student Activity Office, SUB
Deadline: January 21
For Information Call: 277-4706

Video
Tape~

The Prisoner
18 Part Series
1 part per week
Shown continuously 10:30 - 3
in
Iylesa Lounge

(Sub Basement across from Prontos)
Sponsored by Student Activities

ACT NOW (Fri.&Sat),
SAVE UP TO $18/pr.
Advent speakers aren't on sale but prices go up this Monday,
January 24, 19771

THE ORIGINAL ADVENT-designed to
compete in every audible respect with the,
most expensive speakers at a fraction of the
cost. A useful frequency range as wide as any
speaker's with clean, clear, beautifully defined sound.
THE SMALLER ADVENT-does exactly
what original Advent does; at half the size
and two thir.ds the cost. Range and overall
sound are the same except it won't play quite
as loudly.
THE ADVENT/2 & 3/-provide the same
high frequency range as the original and
Smaller Advents .. lowfrequency response
within a half-octave
The Advent/3 won't
play quite as loud·.
as the original
and Advent/2
3011 Monte Vista ·
Z

~

Just east of Central & Girard

FINANCING AVAILABLE

~~

255-1694
"'"0S
26 T.t:•"-n;

most powerful ally, their most
potent antagonist, has a new
president.
·
A lawyer and a former football
lineman from Michigan named
"'ord had turned over the job to a
. peanut farmer and Sunday school
teacher from Georgia named
Carter,
Protocol made congratulations in
order and the West Germans were
takinv no chances on putting
themselves in a diplomatic dog
house.
The Chief Justice of the United
States may have called the new
president "Jimmy" as he administered the oath of o iffice but
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's cable
to Carter addressed him as "James
Earl."
Another congratulatory message
was sent by the king of Sweden who
signed the cable "Carl Gustaf
Rex.,,
French editorials generally were
favorable and reserved but the
leftist newspaper Liberation included a portrait of Carter with the
caption: "A clever man, in love
with God, power and himself.".
The official Soviet news agency
Tass said the "main thing" for
Carter will be to act without delay
on disarmament and detente.
President Nikolai V. Podgorny
said, "We take this opportunity to
express the confidence that it will be
possible to achieve further considerable progress in the relations
between the two countries by joint
efforts of the sides in the years
ahead."
Inevitably, there was some
special pleading mixed in with the
well wishing.
The Japan Trade Council, always
concerned with U.S. tariff policy
Japanese exports, urged Carter to
"Keep the U.S. market open to
foreign countries.''
Perhaps, the most caustic
comments on the new administration came · from Brazil
where the Journal of Commerce
criticized Carter's protests against
civil rights violations under some
Latin American regimes.
"Defense of human rights is a
laudable purpose, but it should be
stressed that it is a problem within
the exclusive sovereign responsibility of the nations, which should
limit the action of the United States
in this field," the Journal said in an
editorial.

II

There was no such reservation is nothing to fear for Lebanon
the new American ·
among about 300 Greek Cypriots under
who
celebrated
Carter's · president."
inauguration yesterday with a
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
March through the streets of
Rabin
told Carter, "It .is our
Nicosia, chanting "Carter, keep
resolve, Mr. President, to continue ·
your promises," and "Ford and
to work tirelessly to advance the
Kissinger are out:"
More praise c;nne from the peace of our own region,"
I
Dutch Protestant newspaper,
The Swiss, possibly, were the
Trouw, which said. Carter's most realistic in their assessment of
inauguration symbolized the the new president. Claude Monnier,
triumph of American democracy chief editor of the Journal of
over the "corruption and deceit" of Geneva, ·wrote, "What Carter
Watergate and recent scandals·· needs above all is luck. He will be a
involving the CIA.
good
president
provided
The Lebanese conservative prices-and the gods-are with
newspaper AI Anwar said, "There him."

'
Ra.ttts: IS cents per word per dlly, one dollllr minimum. Advertlsttments run five or more consecutive dllys with no chlloges,
nine cents per word per dlly (no refunds 11 cllncelled before five ln.
sertlons). CIClsslfled Cldvertlsements must be pllld In CldV<lnce.
mllrron Hllll Room 131 or by mill! to , CIClsslfled Advertising, UNm
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nm 37131.
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STAR TREK CONVENTION: discount tickets

Petsonals

uvoiltlble nt SUB Dl1X Ol'ficc.

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
Taught by art-oriented profcsslonnl. No history,

llAKERY CAFE REOPENING. Special thi~ week
only: free ~;up or coffee/tell with meal. New menu far

chemistry af ·esthetics-just solid shooting

this semester. 118 YuleSE,

techniques, lenses, individual instruction nnd hcnvy

l-lANO OLIDING is growing, safe and fun. Learn tQ
0~ right here in Alb\Lqucrque with the Get Hy·Flight
School. 299-2679. 1/28

practice in excellent darkroom. Absolute beginners to
intermediate. Weekly lectures, critiques, field trips.
Expensive but intensive, Limited to ten very serious
people, Call A-Photographer, 265-2444 for mutual
interview, 2/4
CONTACfS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Custom black and white processing; printing. Fine.
grain or r.ush-processlng 9f film. Contact sheets or
custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc, Best work in Albuquerque. Advice if asked,
A-Photographer, 265-2444. 1/21
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos, Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265~2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn

Eatery Guide Offers
.Tips for theTastebud

1121

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'? You have friends
who care at birthright. 247-9819 1/31

1121

RUDOLFO ANAYA Heart of Aztlan-now at
UNM Bookstore. 1/21
UNM BOOKSTORE TEXT RETURNS policy: last
day for spring semester text returns Feb. 12. You
mu~t have sale receipt. You must ha,,e student ID,
Books must be In condition as purchased. 1/24

HAIR STYLIST YVONNE DOMINGUEZ would
llkc to let her friends and customers know she has
relocated: "Esquire Hair Designs," IS04C Wyoming
Blvd. NE,298-4811. 1/24
A'ITENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical
School scholarships available. Call Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (505} 766-2335 collect; or write:
Navy Medical Programs Officer, PO Box 8667,
AlbiJQuerque, New Me:<ico 87108. 2/18
PLANETS now playing at Ned's.

KAFKA AND CREATIVITY in English. M,W,F,
9:30-10:20. German 336, Comparative Lit. 1121
AGORA is UNM's crisis center_. We're here to listen.
Call us-277·3013, or come by the NW corner of
Mesa Vista Hall. 1/21

....______ By George "Galloping Gourmand" Gesner·-----In the second edition of the restaurant guide, eateries not mentioned the
first time around and within walking distance of the UNM campus are
revealed. A new part of the guide is the "Golden Palate" award for the ·
restaurant of the week. A panel of judge:; which included my stomach,
nose, eyes, tongue and wallet tabulated the results.
THE RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK: QUARTERS LOUNGE
Quarters Lounge at 905 Yale SE always has a good crowd on hand (one
sign of a good establishment). Their barbecue specialties are popular
among the clientele. For the quality, the lunches are reasonably priced.
Drinks are served in generous portions.
Indrapura at 1600 Central specializes in Indonesian style food. If your
stomach refuses to go Indonesian, lndrapura has American food. The
Dutch pea soup and curry soup are excellent meal items. They also have
good salads to go with the sandwiches.
Frontier Restaurant at 2400 E. Central provides for the breakfast, lunch
and dinner set. The hamburgers and french fries are among the best I've
sampled in town. PefS<~nally, I like the chili burger. All the entrees are
fairly low in price. Since l do visit these restaurants incognito, it must be
good most of the time. Frontier's trademark, though, is their sweet roll
which has become a University favorite.
Carrara's Pizza at 106B Cornell serves their pizza New York style (thin
and ve y crispy). They also serve sandwiches and other Italian food items
that are reasonably priced for the student with the constant hunger pangs
and light wallets ..
Sundance Natural Foods Cafe has good vegetarian food if you're into
that sort of diet. If your roots and stomach are one with the earth, stop
when youget o 127 Harvard SE.
The Grinder Factory at Ill Cornell SE is another popular campus spot.
It is one of the many sub sandwich eateries in the area. The sandwiches are
moderately priced and by far aren't the best in town, but they're certainly
not the worst, either.
Bison Tentative Coffee House at 106 Cornell serves excellent crepes that
· are super rich, tasty and filling. The place features open entertainment
nightly.
Mark's International at 105 Stanford SE may look like a house to you,
because it is. It makes for a nice dining atmosphere. Their deli sandwiches
and desserts are pleasing to the taste buds.
Acapulco Restaurant at 1415 Central has a super specialty in the
burrito. In fact, it is a meal in itself. The good thing is you can have a meal
for less than a dollar.

1121

DO IT THE Greek way with a Sigma Nu. 1121
SEEKING UNM students who witnessed accident
Sun., Jan. 16, 2 a.m. at Lead & Aliso, between '67
brown/white Ford wagon & '17 black Cordoba. If
you were there, please cal! 242-4109, tfn

FOUND: MEN'S GLOVES in Journalism bldg.,
Clnim in rm. 131, Marron Hall. !{1,1
REWARD FOR RETURN OF Texas In~trume1tU
SR-S!A calt;ulator. Lost during finals, jusl west of
campus. Call Dana at l81-SI57. 1121
LOST: LARGE MALE PUPPY, (8 mo.), black
docked tall, floppy ears. 25$49!12, Rc:ward. 1124.
LOST NEAR UNM: year old, 26 inches tall, spayed
red female Doberman. Ears & tail cropped, Reward,
268·3505. l/25
LOST: TURQUOISE BRACELEi', Biology
Building. Sentim~ntnl value, reward. 266·
3654. 1126
FOUND: under bench near Mitchell Hall. notebook,
Claim rm. 131, Marron Hall. 1126
FOUND: .DA, VID ROLLA.SON"s wallet. Claim nn.
131, Marron Hall. l/27
LOST: NEW HP·21 CALCULATOR. Reward
offered, 256-7958. 1127

Setvlces
TYPING, 1st QUALITI, elite. 883-7787. 2/2
BARRY~S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, am·
plifiers, auto radios. lnstall burglar alarms, ]O!Ii'u
discount for students with !D's, Quick service, Used
TV's for sale. 2/10
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc, 842·
5200. tfn
IMPORTED CAR OWNERS: Pride Motors offers
complete, reliable service and repair or all imported
cars. 529 Wyoming ~E, Tues-Sat, 256-1763. 1/21
TYPING M.A. ENGLISH, Selectric on campus, 2968564. 2/4
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST Call Ruth, 266-4770.
Manuscript, Business, Medical, Legal. 1/21
CUSTOM SEWINGt Fashion or domestic. Done
wilh skill nnd lmnR.lnation. 898-.5977. 211 I

~~~

1974 SAAB SONElT: 'Exe<'llent cond,, 12,000 mi.
242·1611, e\'enings, 1/26
1967 AUSTlN HEALY Sprite, hard top, rebuilt
engine, $975,00, 260-8221. 1/21

~
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care for your child O\'er :Z, in my Alameda home.
Large fenced yard, playmates, IS min. to UNM. 898·
699S. 1127

$ll_.,w. 2SS·
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Fot Sale

CLEAN, ROOMY EFFICIENCY, Univef'ShY nrea.
$85.00 month!)', S50.00dcposlt. No ch.ildren, no pets.

NEW SHIPMENT OF ISO Bertin bicy~les-plus,
many Frencl\ necessaries. Some used bicycles, 843~
9378. tfn

310 W::~;lter SE, #3. Call
1814. 1/25

-

1964 VOLVO 122S: good condition, excellent
transportation, $700.00.898-0201, 268·1652. 1/21
I UTILITY TRAILER & I camping !miter, Best
offer, afler6 PM,242·2211. l/24
BARRY'S SLECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265·0335. ColorTV 1 s & all electronic equipment.
IO~o discount for students with ID's. ·used TV's for
sale. 2/10
SMITH CORONA GALAXIE DELUXE portable
typewriter 1 hard case, power space, 84 character,
jeweled main bearing. $40.00,293-4389, 1/21
68 YW CAMPER with all equipment. Call 842-1326
after 5. 1/21

67 CHEVY CHEVELLE. Runs good, automatic.
Make offer, 256-728$, 1/21
RALEIGH 10-SPEED girls bicycle. Excellent condition. SSO.OO, 256·7285. l/21
1968 FORD: for sale. Needs fender, bumper & hood,
Ha:; good motor, tires & transmission. Any
reasonableoffer,255·1534. 1121
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS UNCLAIMED; Brand
new Snnsui, Sherwood, Kenwood, Pioneer; turntables, cassettes, 8-track recorders. Starting from
$89.00 With a lithe goodies. 255-7535. 1121
COLOR TV, 25'' screen, color & tint control,
Assume .S payments t>f SIO or $50 cash, no Interest.
255-7534. 1/21
DUE TO DIVORCE: Brand new 1917 Kirby vacuum
cleaner, new guarantee. Assume payments or $7.47 a
month. 255·7.535. 1/21
FOR REPAIR BILL: Zigzag sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, decorative stitches, blind hems. $27.00
cash or tnkc over payments of S6.00 per month. 255·
7534. J/21
74 VOLVO 145, be51 condition, 268-3818, 255-6775,
after 5:00 p.m. 1/24
1975 HONDA XL-250, low mileage, under warranty,
exccllcnrtondition. 26.5·0645. 1124
BEGINNING JEWELRY TOOLS, materials, books.
765·5985, after 5:30. 1124
YASHICA TL ELECTRO, 55mm, telephoto, wide
angle, zoom & case and extras, $450.00. 268. 0470. J/25

HOUSE, i..
0369. 1124

BR,

oue; Selllester,

Liz after .5:30, 241·

COZY NEW EFFICIENCY units available now!
Complete kitchens, lO\'ely rurniture, utilities paid by
landlord, Fer hassle-free ltvlng call Tom Terrill Real
Estate Co., 266-1997, 1/28
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls· arc
your answer ror mn.dmum convenience to campus
plus comrort and economy in housin& nnd food
.sen'icel Inquire, La Posada 201~ weekdays, 9-4, or
cnll271·2606, 1128
HELl~

SHARE rour bedroom housc-, $75.00 mon·
thly, 25.S.3646, artt'rS:OO p.m. l/24

ROOMMATE WAN'fED: W!nro~k lownhouse;
nrc:place, pools, etc. Non.smoker, SI~O.OO. 277-3019,
296-2179. 1/27

Employment
A COURSE OF ACTION ... Air Force ROTC. If
you've got two ncndemic years remaining In school
(graduate or undergraduate) look into om AFROTC
programs, It's one way of planning for a good future,
Get all the details todny by contacting the UNM
Department of Aerospace Studies at 1901 Las Lomas,
telephone277-4602. 1121
MINORITY PROGRAM IN NURSING needs tutors
for: Dio l23; Dio 238; Ulo 239: Chem 141; Chem 28li
Math 102; Pharm 276; Nursing Path 240, 277~
2507, 1/24
TEACHERS nt nil levels: Foreign and Domtlitlc
Teachers, Box 1063, Vancouver, Wnsh. 98660, 1/26
OVERSCAS JOBS Summer/yeaHOUilll. E:urope,
S. America, Australia 1 As!n, elc, AU fields, $500·
$1200 monthly. Expenses Jlaid. sightseeing. Free
in(orm.-Write: lnlemationul Job Center, Depl. ND,
Do11:4490, Berkeley, CA 94704, 2/14

Ttavel
JUDE NEEDED DAil,Y Snntn Fe to Alb, and bnck.
Will pay SS$.Call255·6674, 1/24
EUROPE/WORLDWIDE Academic discounts year
round, S.A.T.A. 4228 First. 'rucker, GA. 30084,
(800)241-9082. 2/8
I"ASSENGEHS WANTED for frequent weekend
rrlpsto Lubbock. Sue, 277-5451, 243·7203. 1127

RIDil NI::IlDED from UNM to Pnrndise Hills. Tues.
& 'fhurs. nt 12:30 ornt6:30 p.m., 897.0419,

1127
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1 Short and thick
6 Half of a Washington city
ll Rejected
13 Flemish painter
15 Cargo worker
16 Pulver's rank
17 Scottish digit
18 Lax
20 Espy
21 A president and a
reverend
23 Oozes
24 Luminous radiation
25 Accounting paper
column
27 "Monopoly" property
(abbr.)
28 Miscalculated
29 Concurrence
31 Comforted
33 Sell
35 Movie or TV show
36 Makes
39 Ed Norton's
workplace
43 Cut of beef
44 Greek letter

One egg, toast, hash browns & jelly

46 Sma 11 crane

48 Throng
50 U. of Penn. rival
51 Homonym for a
conjunction
52 Narrates again
54 Moisture
55 Rodin output
57 Acts out of line
59 fiddle
60 Hidden marksmen
61 Result of an auto
accident
62 Tales of romance
DOWN
1 Body organs
2 Status - 3 River into the

Sound Ideas can help your sJje!lkers give you all the music you paid for. Using com·
ponent speakers from Hartley and Philips the audio specialists .at Sound Ideas can
build custom speaker systems to your taste, or they can expand the range of the
speakers you have now.
One of. the reasons that Sound Ideas is knownJor custom speaker work is this audio
spectrum analyter - desi!ined and built for Sound Ideas. it can show you -graph·
ically - just what the frequency response of your speaker is like, before and after.
As a matter of fact, Sound Ideas has more test equipment than many speaker manu·
facturers.
· · ,..

12 Household
appliances
14 Golf hall-of-famet
15 City in New York
19 · - - salts
22 --Institute of
Technology
24 Kind of entrance
26 - - preview·
28 Let up
30 Dynamite
32 - - Palmas
34 Station
36 Like track shoes
37 Mad scramble
(2 wds.)
38

To disc:o~er whu Sound Ideas c•n 1dd to your lnterm111 e~pen•
eoce, just drop by! lhty'r~ on Eubank North oll-40. and
dn:y're open Monday and Thuuday en111n!ll un1•l 8:00, and
other nlghtt e~cept Sunday untii6:00,

Pieces

40 Dodgers

41 James Whitcomb, and
faroily
Caspian
42 Goulashes
4 Major mountain
43 Denl:al chain
45 Standing still
5 Adolescent
48 Takes notice of
6 Songbirds
49 Famous cow
7 "Charley's - '1
52 Contemptible person
8 Weight abbreviation 53 Works like a paper
9 Spare time
towel
10 Irate
56 Heavy weight
11 Desert denizens
58 Use OTB

\
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GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

Wondering What To Do
After Graduation?

Mexican Food & Sandwiches

Peace Corps

Lobo Campus Pharmacy

Vista

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!

Formerly University Drugstore
Now Under New Management

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

On Campus
Feb 1,2,3

I

I

Information Booth:
Student Union

Sign Up NOW
For Your
Interview
Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

An Imaginative Way To Use Your Degree

--.z...
n
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Cl

· 47 Tennis replays

~
()>

"'~

Let us add what's
ACROSS

"d

"'~.

RICKLEF'S ECOLOGY, hardback, Sl4.00. Physical
Oeology (101), workbook & text, both $12.00. Lhasa
Apso puppies, SIOO.OO. 242-4067, l/25

Breakfast 79c

243-5601

Lost & Found

TUTORINO A VAl LABLE for minority siudents and
m~n in Nursing for Dio l23j Bio 238; Bio239i Chem
14t: Chem2Sl; ~·lath 102; Pharm 276; Nursing Path
240.271-2507. tfn

r.r.~~

Bring this ad for a free cup of coffee

Yale & Central SE

PAINTING:
RESIDENTIAL,
10-YEARS
E,'Cperlc:ncc:. Call Wes Oritt, 255~1890 after 5. I Ill
PARKING H'i blocks from SUB, $20/sem,, 2663663. 214

Answers to
Yesterday's Puzzle

Lobo Grill

We Serve All Your Needs
7 AM Until Midnight
10°/o Off On Bic Pantyhose

DEA'DI.,INE FOR APPLICATION Ia College of
Nursing for Fall Semester is February I. Pick up
npplkations at Student Affairs Office, room 154, in
the College of Nursing, or calll71-4224. 1124

POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

WITH THIS COUPON

99¢

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS. AT YALE

Ex·iresJan.31 1977

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00AM TO 10:00 PM

SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.
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Causes Registration Center To Close
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Broken Computer Delays Course Changes

~
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By D.M. Flynn

Mechanical problems with the
....l·
computer
at the registration cen:>.
,......,
ter
caused
the center to be closed
·~
until
noon
on Thursday.
C1
The
breakdown
was the result
0
u
of
a
heavy
overload
of the num·~
I!)
ber of course changes being
~
processed, said Rick Legoza,
~
I!)
director of the registration center.
N
Technicians from Sanders
.....
I!)
Co., th~ firm that manufactures
bl)
the computer, were flown in
(lj
0...
from Los Angeles to deal with
the problem Wednesday.
Rick Legoza, director of the
registration center, said, "What
we've had here is a hardware
problem." Spare parts arrived
last night to replace the maJfunctioning equipment, Le;goza
said.
The computer processes the
applications of all students

z

~

signing up for classes at
UNM-approximately 30,000
students each semester, Legoza
said.
The
registration center
operated until about 2:30 a.m.
Thursday, Legoza said, in order
to process the backlog of applications for course changes.
The delays were unavoidable,
said Legoza, since "unfortunately we don't have a
back-up system." The back-up
system is presently in its design
stage, he said.
In the event that there are still
some mechanical problems, two
engineers from the Sanders Co.
are arriving this week to see that
the system is operating properly.
"They (the Sanders Co.) were
amazed that the computer broke
down in the first place, since the
computer
is
u
reliable
machine," Legoza said.

O'Leary Discusses Appointment·..
nr Rebeka~ s-zymanskl
SANTA FE-New Mexico's John.E.

O'Leary, the
newly-appointed Federal Energy administrator, said
he plans to pay more attention to the Western states
once he assumes the position.
He is the'head of New Mexico's Energy Board and
was appointed as the Federal Energy administrator by
President Jimmy Carter on Wednesday. He must now
go before Senate confirmation hearings next week in
Washington before his appointment can be made official. He would replace Frank Zarb. ,
O'Leary met with reporters in Santa Fe Thursday to
discuss his appointment, as well as general energy
problems within the state.
He said he plans to testify before the Natural
Resources Committee of the New Mexico Legislature
next Thursday.
·
"Among the principal activities this legislature

sh?uld address itself to is the state energy plan," he
srud.
·
The state energy plan calls for a t-ax increase on
energy-extracting industries. The profits from this tax
would allow the state to remove the gross-receipts tax,
or possibly provide a tax rebate or a reduction of food
taxes.
"The plan sells itself," he said. "It doesn't require
any external authority.
''I find it very distasteful to recommend price controis on natural gas. The gas market is askew. There is
no better example of an artificial market than the gas
market."
O'Leary also said he hopes his successor will keep
the board small and flexible "so that it doesn't get
bound up in administrative detail."
No recommendations have been made for
O'Leary's successor.
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Albuquerque's Plantroom
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·The Healthiest Plants Sold By The.
Friendliest People
Locally Grown House Plants
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500 San Pedro

~

266-7025

·~

(Corner Of Zuni and Scm Pedro)
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l'holo by Lynda Spnrber

And the Line Goes On...
.
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